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Greetings, dear fellow ascenders!

As always, my love illuminates all your earnest attempts at comprehension. You are entering a 
progression of crossroads in the Teaching Mission where keen discernment will be necessary to 
avoid disguised inaccuracy that can arise from mortal deficiency in mota awareness.

Beware of any teachings that may foster separateness between you and your sisters and brothers. 
Discriminate carefully and learn to identify ego-tainted prophecy.

There are many who are well-intentioned who erroneously conceive their self-development near 
completion and focus on contrivances of future events, failing to perceive the significance and 
extensiveness of this important component of correction. Although their desire may be sincere, 
an insidious concealed superiority with a genesis in ego may weave itself into false revelation.

You may observe an inordinate repetition of themes and repeated emphasis of particular lessons 
offered by the teachers, and this is necessitated by our evaluation of your progress. Realize the 
covert harm that can originate in exclusivity, for it engenders a separateness and arrogance that 
can disintegrate genuine effort in the perpetuation of love. Do not fail to see the significance of 
self-mastery, for even beyond your material realm, you will be striving for perfection.

If you could only envision and experience the marvelous harmony of light and life living, you 
would grasp the importance of the repetition presented to you. The privilege of instruction in no 
way infers special status, as many are progressing rapidly without these assistive benefits. Pa-
tience and fortitude coupled with the true essence of humility will be extremely consequential in 
acquiring spiritual competency.

You are still faltering novices in your endeavors of communication with the Father; therefore, 
you have yet to experience the divine exhilaration in this sacred connection of communication.

Continue more in the mode of student; and your teaching abilities will unfold with spirit expe-
rience, and His divine love and the impetus of the Mother Spirit will empower you along a true 
path of perfection.
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